First Time Ironman

Learn how it is possible to stretch your limits and achieve the impossible as Rhys Chong
reveals his personal experiences of training and racing in an Ironman Triathlon, despite only
having a year to prepare. Completing an Ironman Triathlon is no mean feat. An Ironman
means facing a 2.4-mile (3.86km) swim, a 112-mile (180.25km) bike and a marathon
26.2-mile (42.2km) run, raced in that order without a break. Whats more, most Ironman events
have a strict time limit of 17 hours to complete the race. So its no wonder that with no prior
training, Physiotherapist Rhys believed that he could never complete one. However, after
training consistently for a year and working with a team of experienced professionals, Rhys
eventually enjoyed the sweet success of crossing the finish line of his first Ironman in
Switzerland in just 12 hours 55 seconds. To celebrate achieving this life ambition, Rhys has
written First Time Ironman to provide a glimpse into the training required for an Ironman and
to inspire people who may have similar sports ambitions, but are limited by their beliefs that
they can succeed. Also, Rhys wants to encourage anyone facing a challenge in their life that by
having the guts to confront their fears and prepare for the unknown, they could be at the start
of an incredible life-changing journey. Completing an Ironman is something you will
ultimately face alone; however, the preparation is very much a team sport. First Time Ironman
not only tells the experience like it is, but explores the support and expert guidance Rhys
obtained to make an Ironman journey a happy, healthy, but most of all a memorable
experience.
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This German triathlete is ready to face his first IRONMAN a day before his 50th birthday.
Did you know that 40% of the field at an IRONMAN event are first-time participants? By
taking advantage of the resources that are readily available, such as our.
First Timers information will be available closer to the event date. Please use the information
below as a guide. Below is a guide to help get you. These 25 beginner's Ironman tips will help
make your first Training for an Ironman takes up hours of your time and can be lonely and
bleak. Here's what three-time Ironman and NYC-based coach Christopher Baker says you
should keep in mind when training for your first triathlon. By Michael Liberzon. There are no
â€œeasyâ€• Ironman races, but some are better for first-timers â€” or those looking for fast
and flat courses â€” than. Ironic, because local news stated that it was the first time in weeks
that the beach city was projected to get rainfall, much less the mph.
Race Day: Have a Plan to Finish Your First Ironman Some are shorter and some are longer,
but having a swim goal time is a great way to ensure a personal . Signed up for your first
Ironman or Half Ironman this year? Congratulations! It can be quite the journey and such a
great experience. However.
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Hmm download a First Time Ironman pdf. no worry, I dont take any sense for grabbing this
ebook. All book downloads in akaiho.com are eligible to everyone who like. I relies some
websites are provide a book also, but at akaiho.com, visitor must be take a full series of First
Time Ironman file. I suggest reader if you love this pdf you must buy the legal copy of a ebook
to support the owner.
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